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Re-interpreting the Nambu Jona-Lasinio Model



A peek at Planck scales
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Bose→ Fermi in 2d



Bose→ Fermi in 2d
Path integral for a 2d relativistic fermion (Polyakov)

K (x ′|x) =
∑
Cxx′

e−mLC+iπWC

WC : “Writhe" of the curve.

Question: Where is the spinor structure ?
Answer: The directions of the initial and final velocities of the

particle are the intitial and final spinor polarizations



Exclusion statistics



Exclusion statistics

Exchange Phase:

ψ(~x , ~y) = eiαπψ(~y , ~x)

α = 0 : Bosons, α = 1 : Fermions else Anyons

Generalised exclusion principle (Haldane, 1991):

dN+1 = d0 − gN

g = 0 : Bosons, g = 1 : Fermions else Anyons

Question: Are α and g related ?
Answer: g = α(2− α) for anyon gas

g = α =
(
NR + M

R

)2
for Luttinger liquid



Exclusion statistics



The Hofstader butterfly



The Hofstader Regime

The system:
Electrons in a plane in the presence of a normal magnetic field
and a periodic potential.

The length scales

Magnetic length: lc =
√

~
eB

Lattice spacing: a

The Hofstader regime

a ∼ lc



The Fractal



The topological invariants
Two integer invariants, t , s.
t is the Chern-invariant, σH = e2

h t

If,
r/q =number of particles in the unit cell
p/q =number of flux quanta passing through the unit cell
Then,

r = pt + qs
r
q
= t

p
q
+ s

if s = 0, t = ν (no periodic potential)

Non-zero s has been experimentally measured in graphene
Moire patterns recently.



An experiment



Effect of interactions

I Repulsive nearest neighbour interactions induce charge
ordering leading first order transitions into anisotropic
(nematic) phases that break the lattice translation
symmetry.

I These transitions are prolific. Many of them are
topological, i.e. accompanied by changes in the Hall
conductivity (Chern number).

I The toplological invariants of resulting states do not obey
the Diophantine equation.

I They lead to a disintegration of the fractal structure.



The disintegration
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The 2004 Bay of Bengal Tsunami



The 1945 Arabian Sea Tsunami



The 1945 Arabian Sea Tsunami



The 1945 Arabian Sea Tsunami
Persistant high waves in Makran coast, Karachi and Seychelles
but not at Mumbai.

Previous speculations: Secondary tsunamis due to landslides.

Our work: Trapping of energy due to local bathymetric features.



My end game: Glaciers and Climate



Debris covered glaciers



Debris-ice dynamics



Observations
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